Dress Code Starting 8/1/2016
Shirts/Sweaters/Sweatshirts
 Any color polo or button down shirt may be worn; turtlenecks are permitted
 No more than the top two buttons open
 All shirts must have sleeves that come below the shoulder
 Sweaters, vests, sweatshirts may be worn
 Light-weight zippered jackets may be worn with a polo or t-shirt underneath
 No hooded jackets or sweatshirts are permitted
 Ties and scarves are optional; only one may be worn at a time
 Recommended to be tucked in, but not required
Pants/Shorts/Skirts
 Khaki, Capri, Corduroys, Dockers dress type pants (cargo are permitted)- NO
Jeans, Jeggings, or Denim pants
 Must be the correct size and fit in traditional way (no sagging, baggy, or overly
tight)
 No athletic, skinny, yoga or pajama type pants
 Must be worn at the waist
 Shorts and skirts must come to the top of the knees
 Slits in skirts must not exceed 2 inches above the knee
 Belts are encouraged, but not mandatory
 Tights, leggings, hosiery, etc. are accessories to be worn with pants/skirts that
meet the dress code
Footwear





Shoes and socks may be any color
Shoes must be intended for outside wear- no slippers
Entire foot (heel to toe) must be covered
Shoes with closures must be worn as intended (tied shoes must be tied)

All Clothing
 Must be clean and in good repair (no holes)
 Undergarments should not be visible
 The bottom edge of a second shirt may show
Special Days
 Students may wear their team shirts on game days unless their coaches would
prefer they wear dress clothes. Jerseys that are see through or have no sleeves
must have a shirt worn underneath.
 Bulldog Nation days are the first Friday of the month. Students may wear nonholey school appropriate jeans with their Bulldog Nation shirts.
 Students who meet specific indicators will be given additional days as deemed
appropriate by administration.
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